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This is the report of EVPA’s second annual survey of European Venture Philanthropy and 
Social Investment. The purpose of the report is to provide independent data and raise 
awareness about European Venture Philanthropy & Social Investing (“VP/SI”) so as to at­
tract additional resources to the sector. EVPA acts as the main repository of data on VP/SI in 
!"#$%&'()*&(+,-,./-0(1-2-(%#$3/1&1(4-5(6$#(2*&(+5.-0(7&-#(&,1/,8(/,(9:;;<(",0&55($2*&#4/5&(
5%&./+&1<(-,1(5$=&(>"&52/$,5(4&#&($6(-(=$#&(8&,&#-0(,-2"#&(#&?&.2/,8(2*&(."##&,2(5/2"-2/$,(
when the data was collected. When comparisons over time are made, they refer to the results 
$6(2*&(9:;;(5"#3&7<(#&?&.2/,8(1-2-(6#$=(2*&(9:;:(+5.-0(7&-#'(
!"#$%&%'$(')(*"$&+,"(-.%/0$&.,'12
Venture philanthropy works to build stronger investee organisations with a societal1 pur­
%$5&(@ABC5D(E7(%#$3/1/,8(2*&=(4/2*(E$2*(+,-,./-0(-,1(,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2(/,($#1&#(2$(
increase their societal impact. The venture philanthropy approach includes the use of the 
!"#$%!&'(!)#%*+&,-&."/")$"0&$"'#%*+!"#' (grants, equity, debt, etc.), and pays particular at­
tention to the *1#$+/#!&,23!)#$4!&,-& /)5$!4$"0& ',)$!#/1& $+(/)#. The key characteristics of 
venture philanthropy include high engagement, organizational capacity­building, tailored 
+,-,./,8<(,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2<(/,3$03&=&,2($6(,&24$#G5<(="02/F7&-#(5"%%$#2(-,1(%&#6$#­
mance measurement. 
3+,4"2(35'1"(0$6(7"&.'6'/'82
The survey aimed to capture the activity of venture philanthropy and social investment 
$#8-,/5-2/$,5( @HBC5D( E-5&1( /,( !"#$%&<( -..$#1/,8( 2$( 2*&( 1&+,/2/$,( -E$3&<( -02*$"8*( 2*&/#(
investment activity may take place in other continents. The survey was undertaken between 
I"07(-,1(A&%2&=E&#(9:;9(-,1(2-#8&2&1(HBC5(/,.0"1/,8(E$2*(!HBJ(=&=E&#5(-,1(,$,F=&=­
E&#5'(C"2($6(2*&(;:9(5"#3&75(5&,2<(4&(#&.&/3&1(K;(#&5%$,5&5(@.$=%-#&1(2$(L:(#&5%$,5&5(/,(
9:;;D($"2($6(4*/.*(M(4&#&(6#$=(,$,F=&=E&#5'(N&(1$(,$2(.0-/=(2$(*-3&(.-%2"#&1(2*&(&,2/#&(
VP/SI industry in Europe, however we believe the sample to be highly representative. 
9"2(:";+/&;(')(&."(3+,4"2
6!+,0%/(5$)'&,-&789'
:5!&;<=&>%/")!&/"?&@!%+/"A&/%!&#5!&#,(&),*"#%$!'&$"&#!%+'&,-&789&5!/?B*/%#!%'C As per 
the previous year’s survey most of the respondents were based in Western Europe, the top 
O(#&5%$,1&,2(.$",2#/&5(E&/,8(2*&(P,/2&1(Q/,81$=(@;MRD<(S&#=-,7(@;;RD(-,1(T#-,.&(@;:RD<(
and only three respondents from Eastern Europe. The average age of the VPOs is 6.5 years, 
a slight reduction from last year’s average of 7 years. We see a peak of VPOs being set up in 
9::U(-,1(2*&,(-8-/,(0-52(7&-#(@9:;;D(5"88&52/,8(-(#&/,3/8$#-2/$,($6(3&,2"#&(%*/0-,2*#$%7(/,(
Europe. 
DE!)*#$4!'&,-&789'&5/4!&+$E!?&","F(%,.#G(%$4/#!&'!)#,%&2/)H0%,*"?'C In a change from 
0-52(7&-#(=-,7($6(2*&(6$",1&#5($6(HBC5(.$=&(6#$=(2*&(5$./-0(=/55/$,(1#/3&,(5&.2$#(@OKR(
$6( #&5%$,1&,25( /,.0"1/,8( 6$",1-2/$,5( -,1( $2*&#( ,$,F%#$+2( $#8-,/5-2/$,5<( 1&3&0$%=&,2(
$#8-,/5-2/$,5(-,1(5$./-0(&,2#&%#&,&"#5D<(4*&#&-5(2*&(+,-,./-0(5&.2$#(*-5(=$3&1(2$(5&.$,1(
1 EVPA purposely uses the word societal 
because the impact may be social, 
environmental, medical or cultural.
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%0-.&( @O9R($6(#&5%$,1&,25D'()*&(=-,-8&#5( @&V&."2/3&(52-66D(*-3&(=$#&($6(-(%#/3-2&(5&.2$#(
E-.G8#$",1(@OUR($6(#&5%$,1&,25D(-,1(5$./-0(=/55/$,(1#/3&,(E-.G8#$",1(.$=&5(5&.$,1(@9WR(
of respondents).
I/"A&789'&5/4!&","F(%,.#& '#%*)#*%!'C( X,( 0/,&(4/2*( 0-52( 7&-#Y5( 5"#3&7<( -(=-Z$#/27( @KURD(
of European VPOs are structured as foundations, trusts or charities, and some are set up 
as companies, funds or multiple structures, although each country has its own terms and 
3-#/-2/$,5($6( 2*&5&( 6$#=5'()*/5(7&-#Y5( 5"#3&7( .$00&.2&1( 5%&./+.(1-2-($,( /,3&52=&,2( 6",15(
.$,5/1&#/,8(2*-2([;R($6(2*&(5-=%0&(#&%$#2&1(2$(=-,-8&(5".*(6",15'(\$52(HBC5(@LKRD(-#&(
non­endowed, implying that they engage in continuous fundraising activity. 
78GJK&8,'$#$,"$"0&$"&$"4!'#+!"#&1/"?')/(!
J,)$!#/1&%!#*%"&$'&#5!&+/$"&(*%(,'!L&."/")$/1&%!#*%"&$'&2!),+$"0&+,%!&$+(,%#/"#C In a shift 
from last year’s results the VPOs requiring a societal return only(1&.#&-5&1(6#$=(L:R(2$(9KR'(
Those VPOs where societal return is a priority !"#$#%&'$())&*#$($+,(,)-(.$/&#"/, increased from 
OMR(2$([MR(-,1(HBC5(4*&#&(01)-&#(.$(,2$+,(,)-(.$/&#"/,0$(/&$1,$(,$&3"(.$411#-,5 increased from 
;:R(2$(9LR'()*/5(5*$4&1(2*-2(-02*$"8*(5$./&2-0(#&2"#,(/5(2*&(%#/=-#7($EZ&.2/3&($6(2*&(=-Z$#­
/27($6(HBC5<(2*&(#&0&3-,.&($6(5$=&(+,-,./-0(%-7E-.G(@&/2*&#(/,(.-%/2-0($#(-5(-,(-.2"-0(5"#%0"5(
$,(2*&(/,3&52=&,2D(*-5(E&.$=&(5/8,/+.-,207(=$#&(/=%$#2-,2'()*/5(/5(E$2*(-,(/,1/.-2/$,($6(
changing strategies of existing players and due to the sample changing from year to year. 
M!',*%)!'&,-&D*%,(!/"&78GJK
I/"A&D*%,(!/"&4!"#*%!&(5$1/"#5%,(A&,%0/"$'/#$,"'&5/4!&/""*/1&2*?0!#'&1,N!%&#5/"&OPCQ+C&
)*&(=-Z$#/27($6($#8-,/5-2/$,5(@K;RD(-00$.-2&1(0&55(2*-,(]9'L=(2$(HB^AX(@-5(-(2$2-0(E"18&2(
/,.0"1/,8(/,3&52=&,25(-,1($3&#*&-1(&V%&,5&5D(/,(2*&(0-52(+5.-0(7&-#<(2*&(-3&#-8&(-=$",2(
-00$.-2&1(4-5(]U'[=(-,1(2*&(=&1/-,(4-5(];'O='(C,07(-(5=-00(%&#.&,2-8&(@MRD(*-1(-(E"18&2(
8#&-2&#(2*-,(]9:='(
K"?$4$?*/1'& /"?& 8DG7RGS!?0!& >*"?'& %!(%!'!"#& #5!&+/$"& ',*%)!'& ,-& 78GJK& -*"?$"0PC This 
year, individual donors and investors are on a par with PE/VC/Hedge Funds to represent 
2*&(=-/,(5$"#.&5($6( 6",1/,8( 6$#(HB^AX(-.2/3/2/&5<(4/2*(;KR(-,1(;UR($6( 2*&( 2$2-0( 6",1/,8(
respectively. In fact overall, PE/VC/Hedge Funds decreased in importance as a funding 
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who answered the relevant survey 
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ensure the results provided an accurate 
representation of the industry as a whole
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survey, suggesting that the size of teams dedicated to VP/SI activities is increasing. Adding 
2$(2*/5(,"=E&#(/5(-(%$$0($6(KO[(3$0",2&&#5(-,1(K;U(.$,2#/E"2$#5($6(,$,F+,-,./-0(5&#3/.&5'(
78GJK&K"4!'#+!"#&-,)*'
J,)$/1&!"#!%(%$'!&$'&#5!&H!A&#/%0!#&,-&D*%,(!/"&789'C European VPOs3 continue to invest 
-.#$55(-(5%&.2#"=($6($#8-,/5-2/$,-0(27%&5'()*&(G&7(+,1/,8(/,(2*/5(7&-#Y5(5"#3&7(/5(2*-2(5$./-0(
enterprise emerges as the main target of VP/SI investment, representing the largest increase 
/,(6",1/,8<(6#$=(9LR(/,(+5.-0(7&-#(9:;:(2$(OWR(/,(+5.-0(7&-#(9:;;'(b$,F%#$+2($#8-,/5-2/$,5<(
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2/3&07(/,(9:;:'(
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D*%,(!/"&789'&#/H!&%$'H'&2A&$"4!'#$"0&$"&'+/11&,%0/"$'/#$,"'&N$#5&1$##1!&#%/)H&%!),%?C&Most 
HBC5(@M[RD(1$(,$2(*-3&(5&2(.#/2&#/-(4/2*(#&8-#15(2$(2*&(5/a&($6(2*&($#8-,/5-2/$,5(@/,(](2&#=5D(
in which they invest. For those that do, their focus is on organisations in the small to me­
1/"=(.-2&8$#7(@U:R($6(#&5%$,1&,25(2*-2(*-3&(-(5&2(.#/2&#/-(6$."5($,($#8-,/5-2/$,5(E&24&&,(
];::G(-,1(];=(/,(2"#,$3&#D'(X,(.$,+#=-2/$,($6(0-52(7&-#Y5(#&5"025<(HB^AX(8&,&#-007(2-#8&25(
7$",8(/,3&52&&($#8-,/5-2/$,5c([:R(/,3&52(/,($#8-,/5-2/$,5($6(-8&(9FL(7&-#5<(O;R(/,($#8-,/5-­
2/$,5(2*-2(-#&(0&55(2*-,(9(7&-#5($01(-,1(;KR(-2(2*&(/,."E-2/$,(52-8&'(
In terms of social sector focus, this year "5'$'<%5(0$6(;'5%0/(6"4"/'1<"$& has overtaken 
*&-02*(-5(2*&(,"=E&#($,&(5&.2$#<(#&.&/3/,8(9:R($6(2$2-0(6",1/,8<(6$00$4&1(E7(&1".-2/$,<(4/2*(
;LR($6(2$2-0(6",1/,8(-,1(2*&,(*&-02*(4/2*(;9R($6(2$2-0(6",1/,8'()*&(-00$.-2/$,($6(6",1/,8(2$(
other social sectors is provided in more detail in the main body of the report.
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78GJK&K"4!'#+!"#&(%,)!''
T&(%,/)#$4!&'!/%)5&-,%&$"4!'#+!"#&,((,%#*"$#$!'C Finding the right investee SPOs is a fun­
1-=&,2-0(%-#2($6(-(HBCY5(-.2/3/27'(X,(0/,&(4/2*(0-52(7&-#Y5(#&5"025<(MWR($6(HBC5(-#&(%#$-.2/3&(
/,(2*&/#(5&-#.*(2$(/1&,2/67(-,1(-%%#$-.*(2*&(ABC5(2$(/,3&52(/,<(4*&#&-5([OR($6(2*&(!"#$%&-,(
VPOs that participated in the study accept open applications. 
T4!%/0!&."/")$/1&'*((,%#& $")%!/'!'&2A&PVW&$"&PXYY&/'&),+(/%!?&#,&PXYXC VPOs have in­
vested almost OYCZ&2$11$,"(2*#$"8*(+,-,./-0(-,1(,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2(5/,.&(2*&7(E&8-,(2*&/#(
$%&#-2/$,5'( X,( 2*&(+5.-0(7&-#(9:;;<( 2*&7(%#$3/1&1( /,3&52&&5(4/2*(]9UM(=/00/$,($6(+,-,./-0(
5"%%$#2'()*&#&(4-5( -( 9UR( /,.#&-5&( /,( 2*&( -3&#-8&( -,,"-0(+,-,./-0( 5%&,1(%&#(HBC( 6#$=(
][';=/00/$,(2$(]L'9=/00/$,'(
6!2#& /"?& !B*$#A& /%!& #5!&+,'#& ),++,"1A& *'!?&."/")$"0& $"'#%*+!"#'C& Interestingly, there 
4-5(-(5/8,/+.-,2(/,.#&-5&(/,(2*&("5&($6(&>"/27(-,1(1&E2(/,52#"=&,25(6#$=(9:;:(2$(9:;;'()*&(
/,.#&-5&(/,("5&($6(/,52#"=&,25($2*&#(2*-,(8#-,25(=-7(E&(-(#&?&.2/$,($6(2*&(8#&-2&#(#&0&3-,.&(
$6(5$=&(G/,1($6(+,-,./-0(%-7E-.G<(-,1(=-7(/,1/.-2&(2*-2(_2-/0$#&1(+,-,./,8`(-5(-(G&7(.$=­
ponent of the VP model is being applied.
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[,"F."/")$/1&'*((,%#&$'&/&H!A&),+(,"!"#&,-&#5!&5$05&!"0/0!+!"#&78GJK&+,?!1C High en­
gagement is evident in statistics on the frequency of meetings with the SPOs, with almost 
three quarters of respondents meeting at least quarterly with their investees. The most fre­
>"&,207(>"$2&1(,$,F+,-,./-0(5&#3/.&5(#&=-/,(52#-2&87(.$,5"02/,8<(.$-.*/,8(-,1(%#$3/1/,8(
access to networks. 
:5!%!&$'&$")%!/'!?&/##!"#$,"&#,&+!/'*%$"0&',)$/1&$+(/)#C&The focus on social impact meas­
"#&=&,2( *-5( /,.#&-5&1<(4/2*( W:R($6( #&5%$,1&,25 measuring social impact on at least an 
annual basis during the investment period. However, the objectives of the impact meas­
"#&=&,2(5752&=(-#&<(/,(2*&(=-Z$#/27(@M[RD($6(.-5&5<(52/00(E-5&1($,($"2%"2(=&-5"#&5(5".*(-5(
“number of people reached”. Nevertheless we have seen an increase in the percentage of 
VPOs attempting to measure changes in outcome or social value / impact (which requires 
an assessment of attribution).
T&+/3,%$#A&,-&789'&5/4!&!E$#!?&',+!&$"4!'#+!"#'&#,&?/#!C&As per last year’s results, most 
HBC5(.$,2/,"&(2$(%0-,(2*&/#(&V/25<(&/2*&#(/,(-00(.-5&5(@[MRD($#(5$=&2/=&5(@O;RD'(d$4&3&#<(/,(
2*/5(7&-#Y5(5"#3&7(K;R($6(#&5%$,1&,25(5-/1(2*-2(2*&7(*-1(&V/2&1(/,3&52=&,25(2$(1-2&(3&#5"5(
L9R($6(0-52(7&-#Y5(#&5%$,1&,25'
='$5/+;%'$
)*&(9:;9(!HBJ(5"#3&7(5*$45(/,(.$=%-#/5$,(4/2*(2*&(+#52(5"#3&7(@9:;;D<(2*-2(2*&(HB^AX(5&.­
tor in Europe is evolving rapidly. The most striking evolution is the shifting balance in return 
objectives. Although societal impact is the primary focus (organisations that do not have 
2*/5(6$."5(-#&(,$2(/,.0"1&1(/,(2*&(5"#3&7D(2*&(#&0&3-,.&($6(5$=&(+,-,./-0(%-7E-.G(@&/2*&#(/,(
.-%/2-0($#(-5(-,(-.2"-0(5"#%0"5($,(2*&(/,3&52=&,2D(*-5(E&.$=&(5/8,/+.-,207(=$#&(/=%$#2-,2'(
We see this as a sign of the sector becoming more mature. 
The survey reveals that *->3?(',80$%;0&%'$;(.04"(@"5'<"(<',"(;'1.%;&%50&"6 in their use 
of the entire range of VP/SI ‘tools’ to generate greater societal impact. It is encouraging to 
see the progress made by respondents in developing practices such as impact measurement 
@W[R(=&-5"#&(5$./-0(/=%-.2D<(1"&(1/0/8&,.&<(.$F/,3&52=&,2<(.-%-./27(E"/01/,8<(&66&.2/3&(,$,F
+,-,./-0(-55/52-,.&(-,1(&V/25'()*&#&(4-5(-(,$2-E0&(/,.#&-5&(/,(2*&(3-#/&27($6(+,-,./,8(/,52#"­
=&,25("5&1(E7(2*&(HBC(#&5%$,1&,25(4/2*(-(5/8,/+.-,2(%$5,"0;"(%$(&."(+;"(')("A+%&2(0$6(
6"@&'()*&5&(+,1/,85(/,1/.-2&(2*-2(2-/0$#&1(+,-,./,8(/5(E&.$=/,8(-(#&-0/27'(
Important to note from this year’s survey is that European VPOs are increasingly focusing 
on ;'5%0/("$&",1,%;"(0;(0(&0,8"&(/,3&52&&<(4/2*(0&55(6",1/,8(8$/,8(2$(,$,F%#$+2($#8-,/5-2/$,5<(
and that they take risks by investing in ;<0//(',80$%;0&%'$;(B%&.(/%&&/"(&,05C(,"5',6.
The EVPA survey highlights that the VP/SI sector involves a variety of different types of 
organisations, professionals and funders. The &'1(5'+$&,%"; in terms of housing VPOs are 
the D9E(F,0$5"(0$6(G",<0$2, whereas the bulk of the )+$6%$8(8'";(&' H";&",$(I+,'1"(0$6(
J),%50. Foundations and other $'$K1,'#&(;&,+5&+,"; remain major players, both in terms 
of VPOs and in terms of funders of VP/SI. L."(,";'+,5";(')(*-M;(.04"(%$5,"0;"6, as is 
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evident in the total and average funding available and invested, and by the fact that there 
is now a larger pool of professionals working in VP/SI. However, most European VPOs 
have @+68"&;(')( /";;( &.0$(NOPQ<(1",(0$$+<. It is clear that more funding and resources 
are needed to help VPOs in their important work to build stronger social purpose organisa­
tions. EVPA is committed to continue the research and promotion of best practice in the key 
components of the VP/SI model and reiterates the importance of a collaborative approach 
to developing the sector.
12
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-+,1';"(')(&."(:"1',&
This is the second report on European Venture Philanthropy and Social Investment published 
by the European Venture Philanthropy Association. The purpose of the report is to provide 
key statistics and raise awareness about a sector that is evolving rapidly so as to attract fur­
ther resources to the sector. The positioning of VP/SI in the investment space is clearly on 
8"$",0&%$8(;'5%"&0/(%<105&<(*$4&3&#(2*/5(7&-#(4&(5&&(=$#&(#&5%$,1&,25(5&&G/,8(+,-,./-0(#&­
2"#,5(/,(-11/2/$,(2$(5$./&2-0(#&2"#,5'(T$",1-2/$,5(-,1($2*&#(,$,F%#$+2(52#".2"#&5(#&=-/,(=-­
jor players, both in terms of VP/SI organisations (“VPOs”) and in terms of funders of VP/SI. 
The survey results show the increased commitment of European venture philanthropy and 
social investment to supporting ;'5%0/("$&",1,%;"; and that they take risks by investing in 
;<0//(',80$%;0&%'$;(B%&.(/%&&/"(&,05C(,"5',6'()*&5&(+,1/,85(.$,2#-52(4/2*(2*&(#&5"025($6(-(
recent survey on the impact investment market(E7(IB(\$#8-,^SXXb 4 which showed that a ma­
Z$#/27(@UMRD($6(2*$5&(/,3&52$#5(6$."5($,(8#$42*(52-8&(.$=%-,/&5(and that one of the key chal­
0&,8&5(/5(2*&(0-.G($6(*/8*(>"-0/27(/,3&52=&,2($%%$#2",/2/&5'(HB^AX(/5(.0&-#07(+00/,8(-(=-#G&2(
8-%(E7(6$."5/,8($,(2*&(&-#07(52-8&(.$=%-,/&5(4/2*(+,-,./,8(2-/0$#&1(2$(2*&/#(,&&15<(#-2*&#(
than aiming to achieve market rate returns. The ,";'+,5";(')(&."(*-M;(.04"(%$5,"0;"6, as 
is evident in the average and total funding available and invested, with cumulative total 
5"%%$#2(-=$",2/,8(2$(];'[E,<(-,1(E7(2*&(6-.2(2*-2(2*&#&(/5(,$4(-(0-#8&#(%$$0($6(%#$6&55/$,-05(
working in VP/SI. However, most European VPOs have @+68"&;(')(/";;(&.0$(NOPQ<(1",(0$­
num. More funding is needed for VPOs to generate an even greater societal impact. 
The report is based on a comprehensive survey conducted by EVPA’s Knowledge Centre 
that captured key statistics on 61 European VPOs. This is the second such survey that we 
have conducted and is in line with our ambition to repeat the survey annually and for the 
the EVPA survey report to become the key point of reference on European venture philan­
thropy and social investment. 
)*&(#&%$#2(/5(52#".2"#&1(-5(6$00$45'(X2(52-#25(4/2*(-(1&+,/2/$,($6(HB^AX<(/25(&=&#8&,.&<(2*&(
role of EVPA and the methodology of the survey. It then presents the results of the survey, 
including the following sections:
1. !"<'8,01.%5;(')(*->3?(',80$%;0&%'$;(%$(;+,4"2
2. *->3?(1';%&%'$%$8(%$(%$4";&<"$&(/0$6;501"
3. :";'+,5";(')(I+,'1"0$(*->3?
4. *->3?(%$4";&<"$&()'5+;
5. *->3?(%$4";&<"$&(1,'5";;
0P(!"0/(R'B(0$6(%$4";&<"$&(011,0%;0/
@P(?$4";&<"$&
5P(S%8.("$808"<"$&(0$6($'$K#$0$5%0/(;",4%5";
6P(-",)',<0$5"(<"0;+,"<"$&
"P(IT%&
UP(?$4";&<"$&()+$6;
Finally, the report presents the key conclusions based on the results of the survey.
4 Saltuk, Y, Bouri, A., Mudaliar, A. 
e(B&-5&<(\'(@9:;OD<(_B&#5%&.2/3&5(
on Progress: The Impact Investor 
A"#3&7`<(IB'(\$#8-,<(SXXb'
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Venture philanthropy works to build stronger investee organisations with a societal purpose 
@ABC5D(E7(%#$3/1/,8(2*&=(4/2*(E$2*(+,-,./-0(-,1(,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2(/,($#1&#(2$(/,.#&-5&(
their societal impact. EVPA purposely uses the word societal because the impact may be 
social, environmental, medical or cultural. The venture philanthropy approach includes the 
use of the !"#$%!&'(!)#%*+&,-&."/")$"0&$"'#%*+!"#' (grants, equity, debt, etc.), but pays par­
ticular attention to the *1#$+/#!&,23!)#$4!&,-&/)5$!4$"0&',)$!#/1&$+(/)#. The C"2(5.0,05&",%;­
&%5; of venture philanthropy are as follows:
•(S%8.("$808"<"$& – Hands­on relationships between SPO management and venture phi­
lanthropists
•(M,80$%;0&%'$0/(50105%&2K@+%/6%$8 – Building the operational capacity of portfolio organi­
sations, by funding core operating costs rather than individual projects
•(L0%/',"6(#$0$5%$8(f(P5/,8(-(#-,8&($6(+,-,./,8(=&.*-,/5=5(2-/0$#&1(2$(2*&(,&&15($6(2*&(
supported organisation
•(W'$K#$0$5%0/( ;+11',& – Providing value­added services such as strategic planning to 
strengthen management
•(?$4'/4"<"$&(')($"&B',C; – Enabling access to networks that provide various and often 
complementing skill­sets and resources to the investees
• 7+/&%K2"0,(;+11',& – Supporting a limited number of organisations for 3­5 years, then 
&V/2/,8(4*&,($#8-,/5-2/$,(-#&(+,-,./-007($#($%&#-2/$,-007(5"52-/,-E0&
• -",)',<0$5"(<"0;+,"<"$& – Placing emphasis on good business planning, measurable 
$"2.$=&5<(-.*/&3&=&,2($6(=/0&52$,&5(-,1(+,-,./-0(-..$",2-E/0/27(-,1(2#-,5%-#&,.7
The following diagram aims to clarify the role of the venture philanthropy/social invest­
ment organisation in building stronger investee organisations with a societal purpose. The 
venture philanthropy/social investment organisation acts as a vehicle, channelling funding 
6#$=( /,3&52$#5( -,1( .$F/,3&52$#5( -,1(%#$3/1/,8(,$,F+,-,./-0( 5"%%$#2( 2$(3-#/$"5( /,3&52&&(
$#8-,/5-2/$,5'()*&(,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2(/5(%#$3/1&1(E7(2*&(HB^AX($#8-,/5-2/$,(/25&06<(E"2(
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also by external organisations and individuals. The investee organisations in turn develop 
multiple projects that may be focused on particular sectors such as healthcare, education, 
&,3/#$,=&,2<(."02"#&<(=&1/.-0(#&5&-#.*<(&2.'()*&("02/=-2&(E&,&+./-#/&5(-#&("5"-007(8#$"%5(
in society that are somehow disadvantaged, including disabled, women, children, etc. The 
5$./&2-0(/=%-.2("02/=-2&07(,&&15(2$(E&(=&-5"#&1(E7(-55&55/,8(*$4(2*&(0/3&5($6(2*&(E&,&+./-#­
ies are improved thanks to the actions of the investee organisations, and going one step fur­
ther, assessing the contribution of the VPO to that improvement. The VPO generates social 
/=%-.2(E7(E"/01/,8(52#$,8&#(/,3&52&&($#8-,/5-2/$,5(2*-2(.-,(E&22&#(*&0%(2*&/#(2-#8&2(E&,&+­
./-#/&5(-,1(-.*/&3&(8#&-2&#(&6+./&,.7(-,1(5.-0&(4/2*(2*&/#($%&#-2/$,5'(X,3&52$#5(/,(3&,2"#&(
philanthropy/social investment are usually focused on the social return of their investment, 
#-2*&#(2*-,($,(2*&(+,-,./-0(#&2"#,'(
:'/"(')(I*-J(%$(%$6+;&,2("4'/+&%'$5
!52-E0/5*&1(/,(9::[<(!HBJ(/5(-(,$,F%#$+2(=&=E&#5*/%(-55$./-2/$,<(4*$5&(=&=E&#5*/%(/,­
cludes a unique network of venture philanthropy organisations, social investors, grant­mak­
ing foundations and others committed to promoting high­engagement grant making and 
social investment in Europe. EVPA is a made up of organisations across Europe interested in 
or practicing venture philanthropy.
 
Beyond being a mere “tool”, venture philanthropy is emerging as a new industry, with an 
&,2/#&(5"%%$#2(5752&=(-#$",1(/2<(/,.0"1/,8(-13/5$#7(5&#3/.&(+#=5(-,1(E"5/,&55(5.*$$05(4/2*(
programmes specialised in venture philanthropy. As venture philanthropy continues to 
grow, the industry­building role of the association becomes increasingly important, thus 
also calling for the development of best practice, guidelines and market infrastructure. 
EVPA acts as the main repository of data on the VP/SI industry in Europe. This is the re­
port of the second EVPA survey of European VP/SI that provides concrete data on VPOs 
in Europe. The survey that enabled EVPA’s Knowledge Centre to collect the data presented 
will be repeated on an annual basis to provide independent statistics on European Venture 
Philanthropy and Social Investment. 
3&0,&%$8(OXYYE(I*-J(;+,4"2;(%&;(<"<@",;('$(0$(0$$+0/(@0;%;(0@'+&(&."%,(*-(
'1",0&%'$;(%$(',6",(&'Z
• generate key statistics; 
• publish report to disseminate the work of VP/SI organisations;
• better target EVPA’s services to members’ needs 
:"/%0@/"(60&0('$(I+,'1"0$(*->3?(?$6+;&,2(+;")+/()',(I*-J(<"<@",;(&'Z(
• improve their practices through benchmarking exercises; 
• attract resources including funding and professionals;
• make their voices heard in government relations
5 This section is based on EVPA’s 
Code of Conduct: http://evpa.eu.com/
4%F.$,2&,2^"%0$-15^9:;;^;;^!HBJF
Code­of­Conduct_LR_111122.pdf
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3+,4"2(;5'1"(0$6(<"&.'6'/'82(
This survey was elaborated by EVPA’s Knowledge Centre. The questions aimed to gain an 
overview of the demographics of the VP/SI sector and cover the main practices of VP/SI 
organisations in order to gain insight into their daily activities. The questions cover the key 
.*-#-.2&#/52/.5($6(HB^AX(-5(*/8*0/8*2&1(-E$3&'(\-,7($6(2*&(>"&52/$,5(6#$=(2*&(+#52(5"#3&7(
4&#&(#&%&-2&1<(4*/0&($2*&#5(4&#&(=$1/+&1(E-5&1($,(6&&1E-.G<(5$=&(4&#&(&0/=/,-2&1(-,1(-(
few new questions were added. Therefore, it was possible to talk about changes from year to 
year in some cases, but not in others. Furthermore, when trend data is reported, it is impor­
tant to note that the sample is not completely consistent from year to year as detailed below. 
The survey itself was set up in the Qualtrics® tool so that the responses could be made di­
rectly online and collected by EVPA. 
The survey aimed to capture the activity of *->3?(',80$%;0&%'$;([*-M;\(@0;"6(%$(I+,'1", 
although &."%,( %$4";&<"$&( 05&%4%&2(<02( &0C"(1/05"( %$('&.",( 5'$&%$"$&;. The survey was 
undertaken between ]+/2(0$6(3"1&"<@",(OXYO and targeted EVPA’s full members, organisa­
tions whose primary activity is venture philanthropy and social investment, and EVPA’s as­
sociate members that are active in high engagement grant making and social investment as 
part of their philanthropy or investment activity. For example, some foundations included 
in the survey have a separate VP or social investment “fund”. In those cases, we asked the 
respondents to answer the questions only in terms of that VP/SI fund. The survey was also 
5&,2(2$(,$,F!HBJ(=&=E&#5(2*-2(6"0+00&1(2*&(.#/2&#/-($6(E&/,8(E-5&1(/,(!"#$%&(.$,1".2/,8(
VP/SI activities. Using snowball sampling, we asked all respondents to provide examples 
of other VP/SI organisations outside of EVPA membership in order to capture as large a 
percentage as possible of the total VP/SI population in Europe. 
)*&(5"#3&7(4-5(+#52(5&,2(/,(I"07(9:;9(-,1(.0$5&1(/,(A&%2&=E&#($6(2*&(5-=&(7&-#'(T$00$4F"%(
%*$,&(.-005(-,1(&=-/05(4&#&(.$,1".2&1(/,($#1&#(2$(#&-.*(2*&(+,-0(#&5%$,5&(#-2&($6(K:R'(C6(
2*&(K;(.$=%0&2&1(5"#3&75<([:(#&5%$,1&,25(-05$(.$=%0&2&1( 0-52(7&-#Y5(5"#3&7(-,1(9;(4&#&(
new respondents. In the table below, the statistics of the survey are presented:
Part 1:
Introduction
Societal return only, 
no financial return 
possible
Societal return is 
priority, and accept 
financial return
Societal and 
financial return 
on equal footing
26
48
25
10
38
50
Other
PE / VC / Hedge Funds
Individuals
Governments
Corporations
Endowment Income
Foundations 1 Institutional Investors
%
21
17
16
15
14
11
6
Impact first 
social enterprise
NGO, no trading
NGO, trading
Other
Societal & 
financial impact 1 
%
39
26
19
15
27% increase
20112010
Total Annual Financial Spend 
2011 = €278m
Total Annual Non­Financial Spend 
2011 = €32m
Page 6
Average !nancial support provided by VPOs to investees in 2011 and 2010
Debt Equity
 / Quasi Equity
Grant Guarantee Hybrid 
Grants
Other
57
46
57
40
56
70
31
18
8
24
5 8
Statistics on surveys collected 
EVPA members surveyed 
(full members and members with VP/SI activity)
EVPA members completed surveys 
Total surveys sent (including non­EVPA members) 
Total completed surveys 
Total response rate 
EVPA member response rate 
2012
74
53
72%
102
61
60%
2011
55
46
84%
65
50
77%
Investors
VP/SI Organisation 
(VPO) Non­financial support
Multiple social projects developed
Social + 
Financial 
return
Co­investors
Investee organisations
NGO 
2
NGO 
1
NGO 
n...
Social 
enterprise
1
Social 
enterprise
2
Social 
enterprise
n...
Financing Non­financial support
numbers in %
(2011 n=61, 2010 n=50)
Western Europe
Africa
Asia
N. America 2 
Latin America 2 
1 Eastern Europe
%
9
24
61
€5,2m€4,1m
(n=47)
(n=51)
(n=50)
(2011 n=54, 2010 n=45)
2011
2010
numbers in %
(2011 n=61, 2010 n=50)
2011
2010
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The response rate was satisfactory for this type of study, although notably higher for EVPA 
members than for non­members. This year, quite a few new leads were provided through 
the snowball sampling methodology, which could indicate that the targeted population for 
2*&(5"#3&7(/5(8#$4/,8(6#$=(7&-#(2$(7&-#($#(2*-2(4&(4&#&(=$#&(&6+./&,2(-2($"#(1-2-(.$00&.2/$,'(
We do not claim to have captured the entire VP/SI industry in Europe, however we believe 
the sample to be highly representative.
;M
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Part 2:
Presentation of 
Survey Results
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The survey was completed by 61 investors and grant­makers based in Europe, using the 
3&,2"#&(%*/0-,2*#$%7(-%%#$-.*'(\$52($6(2*&(+,-,./-0(1-2-(%#$3/1&1(4-5(6$#(2*&(+5.-0(7&-#(
&,1/,8(/,(9:;;<(",0&55($2*&#4/5&(5%&./+&1'(
YP(!"<'8,01.%5;(')(*->3?(',80$%;0&%'$;(%$(;+,4"2
R,*"#%A&,-&,%$0$"
:5!&;<=&>%/")!&/"?&@!%+/"A&/%!&#5!&#,(&),*"#%$!'&$"&#!%+'&,-&789&5!/?B*/%#!%'C In line 
4/2*(2*&(9:;;(5"#3&7(=$52($6(2*&(#&5%$,1&,25(4&#&(E-5&1(/,(N&52&#,(!"#$%&<(2*&(2$%(O(#&­
5%$,1&,2(.$",2#/&5(E&/,8(2*&(P,/2&1(Q/,81$=(@;MRD<(S&#=-,7(@;;RD(-,1(T#-,.&(@;:RD<(-,1(
only three respondents from Eastern Europe. However distribution of respondents from 
other European countries increased compared to last year. The survey aimed to capture the 
activity of organisations based in Europe, although their investment activity may take place 
in other continents. The following graph shows the distribution by country of origin, com­
%-#/,8(9:;9(-,1(9:;;(#&5%$,1&,25'
Respondents by country 11
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Impact Only
Grant making
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Impact First
Social investment
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Revenue Generating Social 
Enterprises
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 Driven 
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Grants only:
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Trading 
revenueand 
grants
Potentially 
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>75% 
trading 
revenue
Breakeven all 
income from 
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surplus 
reinvested
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Company 
allocating 
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%
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Enterprise philanthropy 1  
Other
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24
6
Social investment
Societal return only, 
no financial return 
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26
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numbers in %
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\!/%'&,-&78GJK&/)#$4$#A
The survey asked respondents to specify the number of years their VP/SI activity had been 
$%&#-2/,8'()*/5(>"&52/$,(4-5(/,(5$=&(.-5&5(1/6+."02(2$(-,54&#(.$,5/1&#/,8(2*&(=-,7(4-75(
that an organisation can start engaging in VP/SI, using just a few of the key characteristics or 
applying the full model. The average age of the VPOs is 6.5 years, a slight reduction from last 
year’s average of 7 years. Although the VP/SI movement is considered about a decade old 
in Europe, some respondents claim to have been doing VP/SI for longer than that. We see a 
%&-G($6(HBC5(E&/,8(5&2("%(/,(9::U(-,1(2*&,(-8-/,(/,(9:;;(5"88&52/,8(-(#&/,3/8$#-2/$,($6(3&,­
2"#&(%*/0-,2*#$%7(/,(!"#$%&'()*$5&(#&5%$,1&,25<(4*$5&(HBC5(4&#&(6$",1&1(/,(9:;;<(4&#&(
also from diverse regions: Benelux, Eastern Europe, France, Italy, Scandinavia and Switzer­
land & Austria, showing the strength of venture philanthropy activities across Europe.
8%,-!''$,"/1&2/)H0%,*"?
789&-,*"?!%'&),+!&-%,+&#5!&',)$/1&'!)#,%C The survey investigated the professional back­
ground of the founders of VP/SI organisations and found, in a change from last year, that 
/,(=-,7(.-5&5<(2*&(6$",1&#(.$=&5(6#$=(2*&(5$./-0(=/55/$,(1#/3&,(5&.2$#(@OKR($6(#&5%$,1&,25(
-,1(/,.0"1/,8(6$",1-2/$,5(-,1($2*&#(,$,F%#$+2($#8-,/5-2/$,5<(1&3&0$%=&,2($#8-,/5-2/$,5(
-,1(5$./-0(&,2#&%#&,&"#5D'()*&(+,-,./-0(5&.2$#(@/,.0"1/,8(%#/3-2&(&>"/27(-,1(3&,2"#&(.-%/2-0<(
retail and investment banking, asset management and hedge funds) has moved to second 
%0-.&(@O9R($6(#&5%$,1&,25D'()*&(%#/3-2&(5&.2$#(/,(8&,&#-0(@/,.0"1/,8(%"E0/.07(2#-1&1(.$=%-­
nies, professional services (lawyer, consulting etc.) and entrepreneurs) was also an impor­
2-,2(5$"#.&($6(HBC(6$",1&#5(4/2*(9UR($6(#&5%$,1&,25'
DE!)*#$4!'&,-&789'&5/4!&+$E!?&","F(%,.#G(%$4/#!&'!)#,%&2/)H0%,*"?'C However, executives 
$6(HBC5(*-3&(=$#&(%#/3-2&( 5&.2$#(E-.G8#$",15( @OUR($6( #&5%$,1&,25D( -,1( 5$./-0(=/55/$,(
1#/3&,(E-.G8#$",1(@9WR($6(#&5%$,1&,25D(.$=&5(5&.$,1<(6$00$4&1(E7(2*&(+,-,./-0(/,1"52#7(
@9KRD'(X2(/5(-05$(4$#2*(,$2/,8(2*-2(-0=$52(*-06($6(2*$5&(g!CY5(2*-2(*-3&(-(%#/3-2&(5&.2$#(E-.G­
ground actually came from the professional services i.e. lawyers, accountants, consultants. 
A mix of social sector and private sector professional backgrounds is often found in the 
management teams of VP/SI organisations.6
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\$#2&00<(h'<(e(C$520-,1&#<(B'(@9:;:D<(
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9%0/"$'/#$,"&'#%*)#*%!&
T&+/3,%$#A&,-&789'&5/4!&","F(%,.#&'#%*)#*%!'C In line with last year’s results, a majority 
@KURD($6(2*&(!"#$%&-,(HB^AX($#8-,/5-2/$,5(-#&(52#".2"#&1(-5(6$",1-2/$,5<(2#"525($#(.*-#/2/&5<(
although each country has its own terms and variations of this form. Other forms are compa­
,/&5<(6",15<($#(="02/%0&(52#".2"#&5'()*/5(7&-#Y5(5"#3&7(.$00&.2&1(5%&./+.(1-2-($,(/,3&52=&,2(
6",15(.$,5/1&#/,8(2*-2([;R($6(2*&(5-=%0&(#&%$#2&1(2$(=-,-8&(5".*(6",15(#&8-#10&55($6(0&8-0(
structure.
C"2($6( 2*&(K;( #&5%$,1&,25<([[R(*-1(&,1$4=&,25( 2*-2(-00$4(-( 6-/#07(%#&1/.2-E0&( 6",1/,8(
budget from year to year. The rest are thus non­endowed entities that need to engage in 
.$,2/,"$"5( 6",1#-/5/,8'()*&(=-Z$#/27($6(!"#$%&-,(HB^AX($#8-,/5-2/$,5( @U9RD( 2&,1( 2$(E&(
stand­alone entities.
Professional background of 
Founders and CEOs of VPOs
Organisation structure 
Endowment structure 
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VP/SI is one tool in the social investment and philanthropy toolkit. It has emerged in Europe 
during the present decade as a high engagement approach to social investment and grant 
making across a range of investee organisations with a societal purpose (SPOs), from chari­
2/&5(-,1(,$,F%#$+2($#8-,/5-2/$,5(2*#$"8*(2$(5$./-007(1#/3&,(E"5/,&55&5'()*&(3&,2"#&(%*/0-,­
thropy approach includes the use of the !"#$%!&'(!)#%*+&,-&."/")$"0&$"'#%*+!"#' (grants, 
equity, debt, etc.), but pays particular attention to the *1#$+/#!&,23!)#$4!&,-&/)5$!4$"0&',F
)$!#/1&$+(/)#. In the spectrum7 below, impact only strategies expect a ;'5%"&0/(,"&+,$(0$6(
$"80&%4"(#$0$5%0/(,"&+,$'(X=%-.2(+#52(52#-2&8/&5(-/=(2$(-.*/&3&(-(;'5%"&0/(,"&+,$, but may 
also generate a #$0$5%0/(,"&+,$.
T/,-,.&(+#52(52#-2&8/&5<(4*&#&(2*&(+,-,./-0(#&2"#,(/5(=-V/=/5&1(-,1(2*&(5$./&2-0(/=%-.2(/5(
5&.$,1-#7<( -#&( ,$2( /,.0"1&1( /,( !HBJY5( 1&+,/2/$,( $6( 3&,2"#&( %*/0-,2*#$%7'( )*&( #&0-2/3&07(
,&4&#(2&#=(_/=%-.2(/,3&52=&,2`(2&,15(2$(/,.0"1&(E$2*(/=%-.2(+#52(-,1(+,-,.&(+#52(52#-2&­
gies, although the term is used to describe a wide range of investment strategies. In what 
follows, we present data from the survey that highlights the positioning of European VP/SI 
organisations on the spectrum. 
Terms used to describe 
VP/SI activities 
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The plethora of terms used to describe a VPO’s activities was highlighted in our survey. An 
&>"-0(,"=E&#($6( #&5%$,1&,25(1&5.#/E&( 2*&/#(-.2/3/2/&5(-5(3&,2"#&(%*/0-,2*#$%7( @9MRD(-,1(
5$./-0(/,3&52=&,2(@9MRD<(-,1(4/2*(9[R(.-00/,8(2*&=(/=%-.2(/,3&52/,8(-,1(;OR(5$./-0(3&,2"#&(
capital. 
J,)$!#/1& %!#*%"& $'& #5!&+/$"&(*%(,'!L&."/")$/1& %!#*%"& $'&2!),+$"0&+,%!& $+(,%#/"#C&VP/SI 
organisationsM are largely positioned on the left hand side of the investment spectrum, in­
dicating that societal return is the main purpose. Interestingly, in a shift from last year’s 
#&5"025<(2*&(HBC5(#&>"/#/,8(-(5$./&2-0(#&2"#,($,07(1&.#&-5&1(6#$=(L:R(2$(9KR'()*$5&(HBC5(
4*&#&(5$./&2-0(#&2"#,(/5(-(%#/$#/27(E"2(2*&7(-..&%2(-(+,-,./-0(#&2"#,(/,.#&-5&1(6#$=(OMR(2$(
[MR<(HBC5(4*&#&(5$./&2-0(-,1(+,-,./-0(#&2"#,5(-#&($,(-,(&>"-0(6$$2/,8(/,.#&-5&1(6#$=(;:R(
2$(9LR(-,1($,&(#&5%$,1&,2(@9RD(%0-.&5(+,-,./-0(#&2"#,(-E$3&(5$./&2-0(/=%-.2'()*/5(#&5"02(
showed that societal return remains the primary objective of the majority of VPOs. However, 
in a time of scarce resources, recycling capital is increasingly important, although this could 
also be an indication of changing strategies.
N*&,(-5G&1(-E$"2(2*&(+,-,./-0(#&2"#,(2*&7(&V%&.2&1(6#$=(2*&/#(3&,2"#&(%*/0-,2*#$%7(/,­
vestments, the responses were relatively evenly distributed between those VPOs expecting 
-(%$5/2/3&( #&2"#,( @O:RD<( 2*$5&(&V%&.2/,8(.-%/2-0( 2$(E&( #&%-/1( @O[RD(-,1( 2*$5&(&V%&.2/,8(-(
,&8-2/3&(#&2"#,(@OKRD'(
VPO investment priorities in 
2011 and 2010 
Summary of return 
expectations of 
VPO respondents 
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ensure the results provided an accurate 
representation of the industry as a whole
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For those VPOs that expected a positive return from their investments the percentage return 
&V%&.2&1(3-#/&1(6#$=(;R(2$(;LR<(E"2(4/2*(2*&(=-Z$#/27(@K:RD($6(2*$5&(2*-2(&V%&.2&1(%$5/2/3&(
#&2"#,5(&V%&.2/,8(-(#&2"#,(%&#(-,,"=($6(LR($#(0&55'
The survey then asked the respondents whether they had realised a positive return on their 
/,3&52=&,25( /,( 2*&( 0-52(+5.-0(7&-#'(C6( 2*&(L[( #&5%$,1&,25( 2$( 2*/5(>"&52/$,<( M(*-1( #&-0/5&1(
%$5/2/3&(#&2"#,5(/,(9:;;'()*/5(#&0-2/3&07(0$4(,"=E&#<(8/3&,(2*-2(O:R(&V%&.2(%$5/2/3&(+,-,./-0(
#&2"#,5<(=-7(E&(-(#&?&.2/$,($6(2*&(=$#&(#&.&,2(6$."5($,(+,-,./-0(#&2"#,5(/,(2*&(HB^AX(/,1"5­
2#7'(b&3&#2*&0&55<(8/3&,(2*&(5=-00(5-=%0&(5/a&(/2(/5(1/6+."02(2$(1#-4(6-#F#&-.*/,8(.$,.0"5/$,5(
$,(2*&(8&,&#-0("5&($6(+,-,./-0(#&2"#,5(#&.&/3&1(E7(3&,2"#&(%*/0-,2*#$%7($#8-,/5-2/$,5'()*&(
respondents reported to have reinvested the proceeds from these investments in the same 
6",1(@[:RD<(1/52#/E"2&1(2$(/,3&52$#5(@O:RD($#("5&1(2$(.$3&#(2*&(.$#&(.$525($6(2*&(HBC(@9:RD'(
^P(:";'+,5";(')(I+,'1"0$(*"$&+,"(-.%/0$&.,'12
>$"/")$/1&)/($#/1
I/"A& D*%,(!/"& 4!"#*%!& (5$1/"#5%,(A& ,%0/"$'/#$,"'& 5/4!& /""*/1& 2*?0!#'& 1,N!%& #5/"&
OPCQ+C&The European venture philanthropy industry is evolving rapidly, however it is still 
early stage with many relatively small organisations struggling for survival. The major­
/27($6($#8-,/5-2/$,5(@K;RD(-00$.-2&1(0&55(2*-,(]9'L=(2$(HB^AX(@-5(-(2$2-0(E"18&2(/,.0"1/,8(
/,3&52=&,25(-,1($3&#*&-1(&V%&,5&5D( /,( 2*&( 0-52(+5.-0(7&-#<( 2*&(-3&#-8&(-=$",2(-00$.-2&1(
4-5(]U'[=(-,1(2*&(=&1/-,(4-5(];'O='(C,07(-(5=-00(%&#.&,2-8&(@MRD(*-1(-(E"18&2(8#&-2&#(
2*-,(]9:='(X=%$#2-,207(2*/5(7&-#(2*&(5%&./+.(>"&52/$,(-5G&1(4-5(2*&(-=$",2(E"18&2&1(2$(-(
HB^AX(52#-2&87(/,(-(+5.-0(7&-#(#-2*&#(2*-,(2*&(5/a&($6(2*&(&,1$4=&,2($#(6",1<(-3$/1/,8(2*&(
problem that only a small percentage of endowments tends to be spent every year. 
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This year, individual donors and investors are on a par with PE/VC/Hedge Funds to rep­
#&5&,2(2*&(=-/,(5$"#.&($6(6",1/,8(6$#(HB^AX(-.2/3/2/&5<(4/2*(;KR(-,1(9UR($6(2*&(2$2-0(6",1­
ing respectively. In fact overall, PE/VC/Hedge funds decreased in importance as a funding 
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When looking at the diversity of different funding sources, we see that there is variation 
between countries. As shown in the graph below, the UK and Ireland have the greatest di­
3&#5/+.-2/$,(/,(6",1/,8(5$"#.&<(4/2*(;;(1/66&#&,2(27%&5<(6$00$4&1(E7(X2-07(-,1(A4/2a&#0-,1(
-,1(J"52#/-(&-.*(4/2*(;:'(
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753 people are employed by the VPOs surveyed, with an average staff size of 13 people. This 
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in the previous survey, suggesting that the size of teams dedicated to VP/SI activities is in­
creasing. Adding to this number is a pool of 634 volunteers. Venture philanthropy organisa­
tions hire consulting services and pro­bono support from various types of organisations in 
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When taking into account whether the VP/SI activities are performed from a larger organi­
sation or a standalone entity we see that pro­bono contributors and unpaid volunteers are a 
more important part of the workforce when VP/SI is part of a larger organisation than when 
it is performed from a standalone entity. This is in line with our expectations.
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the types of organisations supported, as evidenced by the bars in the following chart. VP/SI 
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an important part. 
 
We can also check for regional differences by dividing our sample into the main regions. 
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with a social mission, with a slight preference for the latter. Scandinavia and Switzerland and 
Austria are the regions most likely to have no set criteria for the type of investee supported. 
These regional statistics will be more robust as the sample size increases over the years. 
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in which they invest. For those that do, their focus is on organisations in the small to me­
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more mature organisations that are more than 5 years old, indicating that, in a change from 
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record before they are convinced that the business model of the social purpose organisations 
can be scaled up to achieve greater impact. 
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Respondents were asked to check a box whether they focused on one or more out of a list 
of social sectors, or to specify other if not included in the listing, or check that they had no 
focus. The following chart provides the percentage of respondents that invest in the listed 
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We also asked respondents12(2$(/,1/.-2&(2*&(3-0"&($6(2*&(/,3&52=&,25(=-1&(/,(2*&(0-52(+5.-0(
year dedicated to each social sector. The following chart takes the resulting percentages for 
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answered the relevant question. Certain 
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the analysis to ensure the results provided 
an accurate representation of 
the industry as a whole 
 
13 In the previous survey, Housing and 
Development were included as one sector 
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included as a sector and nor was Financial 
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was included as a category last year but is 
not included in this year’s survey 
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categories are non­exclusive, meaning that the same SPO may be targeting Immigrant 
Women, or Disabled Youth. Therefore, the survey question allowed respondents to provide 
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European VPOs tend to focus their activities either nationally i.e. in their home countries 
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When looking at different areas of Europe we see a slight difference in the geographical 
focus depending on the country of origin of the VP/SI organisation. In Eastern Europe, 
the focus is either international, national or there is no set criteria. In comparison, in Italian 
VP/SI organisations the focus is on national, regional and local investments rather than 
international ones. This pattern is repeated but to a more nuanced degree (there is some 
/,2&#,-2/$,-0(/,3&52=&,2D(/,(2*&(PQ(-,1(X#&0-,1<(A%-/,(-,1(S&#=-,7'(T#&,.*(HB^AX($#8-,/­
sations stand out for bifurcating their investment focus between national and international 
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organisations have a majority investment focus on international programs whereas Scan­
dinavian and Benelux VP/SI organisations have an approximately equal focus on interna­
tional and local and national programs.
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The chart below shows a more visual representation of the countries that receive most invest­
ment from European VP/SI organisations. The UK received the highest amount of invest­
=&,2(@-0=$52(]OO=D<(6$00$4&1(E7(T#-,.&(@]9;=D(-,1(S&#=-,7(@];U=D'(S/3&,(2*&(%#$%&,5/27(
of European VP/SI organisations to invest in the country where they are domiciled and that 
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VP/SI for organisations in the developing world, in particular Africa. 
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Finding the right investee SPOs is a fundamental part of a VPO’s activity. In line with last 
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applications. 
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If we take a closer look at the type of proactive activities carried out by VPOs, most of these 
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them and select 6 investees. 
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I,%!&?/A'&'(!"#&,"&?*!&?$1$0!")!&/"?&+,%!&'5/%!?&/)#$4$#$!'C The following pie­chart shows 
how many days European VP/SI organisations spend on due diligence for an average in­
vestment. 
)*&(.*-#2(5*$45(2*-2(-02*$"8*(=-,7(@9URD(HBC5(5%&,1(0&55(2*-,(+3&(1-75($,(1"&(1/0/8&,.&<(
-(0-#8&(%&#.&,2-8&(@OMRD(-05$(5%&,15(=$#&(2*-,(9:(1-75<(-,(/,.#&-5&(6#$=(9KR(/,(9:;:(5"8­
gesting VPOs are putting even more emphasis on due diligence. 
Sharing due diligence activities is an increasingly important part of a VPO’s behaviour, with 
U9R($6(#&5%$,1&,25(5-7/,8(2*-2(2*&7(5*-#&1(1"&(1/0/8&,.&(&/2*&#($..-5/$,-007<(6-/#07(=-,7(
times or very often. However one would have expected that those organisations that shared 
due diligence would spend less time on the due diligence but in fact this is not the case. In 
9:;;(2*&(-3&#-8&(,"=E&#($6(1-75(6$#(1"&(1/0/8&,.&(4-5(9U(-,1(2*&(=&1/-,(,"=E&#($6(1-75(
was 15. For VPOs that shared due diligence “very often” the average number of days of due 
diligence only reduced to 26, and for those organisations that never shared due diligence, 
the average number of day spent on due diligence was 25. So far, VPOs seem to share due 
diligence as an additional guarantee that the investment is solid rather than delegating this 
activity to another investor.
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received online, perform a site visit to interview top management in person, speak with 
members of the board of directors of the potential investee and a general web search. Over 
almost half the respondents go a step further, speaking to previous business partners or 
/,3&52$#5<( /,2&#3/&4/,8(2*&( /,3&52&&Y5(.0/&,25($#(+,-0(E&,&+./-#/&5<($#(5%&-G/,8(2$(8$3&#,­
=&,2($6+./-05(-,1(#&8"0-2$#5(/,3$03&1(/,(2*&(5&.2$#($6(/,2&#&52'(J(=".*(5=-00&#(%#$%$#2/$,(
$6(#&5%$,1&,25(@lOKR($6(#&5%$,1&,25D(/,3$03&1(-(2*/#1(%-#27(2$(%&#6$#=(0&8-0<(+,-,./-0($#(
operational due diligence activities.
@P(?$4";&<"$&
:,#/1&$"4!'#+!"#&+/?!&$"&78GJK&
T4!%/0!&."/")$/1& '*((,%#& $")%!/'!'&2A&PVW& $"&PXYY&/'& ),+(/%!?& #,&PXYXC VP/SI organi­
5-2/$,5(*-3&(/,3&52&1(-0=$52(];'[(E/00/$,(/,(+,-,./-0(-,1(,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2(5/,.&(2*&7(
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for 44 respondents. 
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The decrease may be due to adding an additional question to the survey that probed re­
5%$,1&,25(-E$"2(4*&2*&#(2*&7(=&-5"#&(2*&(.$52($6(2*&(,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2(2*&7(%#$3/1&(
2$(/,3&52&&5'(C,07(;:R($6(#&5%$,1&,25(-04-75(=&-5"#&(2*&(.$52($6(2*&(,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2(
%#$3/1&1(-,1(9:R(,&3&#(1$'(d-3/,8(5-/1(2*-2<(9LR($6(#&5%$,1&,25(1$(5$(/,(=$52(.-5&5(-,1(
OLR(5$=&2/=&5(1$'(X2(5&&=5(2*-2(6$#(=-,7(2*&(,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2(/5(1/6+."02(2$(>"-,2/67<(
considering the presence of pro­bono experts and volunteers, and sometimes staff days are 
not counted as expenditure. 
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For this year’s survey we asked respondents to identify whether their investees were indi­
3/1"-05($#($#8-,/5-2/$,5'(X,(9:;;<(L;(#&5%$,1&,25(=-1&(,&4(/,3&52=&,25(/,(9O[($#8-,/5-­
tions and 517 individuals. These were added to the 543 ongoing investments in organisa­
tions and 521 ongoing investments in individuals making the total number of investees held 
UUU($#8-,/5-2/$,5(-,1(;:OM(/,1/3/1"-05'(S/3&,(/,(2*&(%#&3/$"5(7&-#Y5(5"#3&7(4&(1/1(,$2(-5G(
2$(1/66&#&,2/-2&( 2*&(27%&($6( /,3&52&&5<( /2( /5(1/6+."02( 2$(.$=%-#&(2*&(9:;;(#&5"025( 2$( 2*$5&($6(
9:;:'(T$#(2*&(#&6&#&,.&($6(2*&(#&-1&#5<(/,(9:;:([K(#&5%$,1&,25(*&01(W9W(2$2-0(/,3&52&&5<(4/2*(
[L(#&5%$,1&,25(-11/,8(9;U(,&4(/,3&52&&5(/,(+5.-0(7&-#(9:;:'
T$."5/,8($,( 2*$5&(HBC5( 2*-2( /,3&52( /,($#8-,/5-2/$,5(4&(+,1( 2*-2( 6$#(+5.-0(7&-#(9:;;( 2*&(
median number of investee organisations in the portfolio of a VPO was 7 and the average 
number is 15. The median number of new investee organisations added to the portfolio in 
9:;;(/5(O(-,1(2*&(-3&#-8&(/5(L'()*&5&(#&5"025(#&/,6$#.&($"#(3/&4(2*-2(2*&(*/8*(&,8-8&=&,2(-%­
proach of venture philanthropy is only possible with portfolios containing a relatively small 
number of investees.
Proportion of VPOs 
who measure non-
"nancial support 
How many investees 
(organisations or individuals) 
have you supported with a 
VP/SI approach? 
%
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In most cases
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Always
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AverageMedian
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5
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Other
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%
2 Other
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25
numbers in € m
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6*%/#$,"&,-&$"4!'#+!"#
I/"A&789'& $"4!'#& -,%&ZF]&A!/%'C Another of the VP/SI principles is multi­year support, 
claiming that the SPOs need to receive funding and management support for several years 
in order for a step change to happen. Reinforcing last year’s results, we again found that 
VP/SI organisations follow a multi­year investment approach. The majority of the funders 
/,3&52&1(6$#([FK(7&-#5(@[ORD($#(6$#(9F[(7&-#5(@9WRD'(A$=&(#&6&#(2$(0$,8F2&#=(/,3&52=&,2(-5(
“patient capital” and indeed we see that some VP/SI organisations stay with their investees 
6$#(-5(0$,8(-5(KFM(7&-#5(@;[RD(-,1(&3&,(MF;:(7&-#5(@LRD'(J(5=-00(%&#.&,2-8&(@WRD(/5(52/00(/,­
vesting for less than 2 years.
R/(/)$#A&2*$1?$"0C One of the issues that the VP/SI approach attempts to solve is the lack 
$6(+,-,./,8(1&1/.-2&1(2$(2*&(.$#&(.$525($6(ABC5'(b$,F%#$+2(=-,-8&#5(-#&(=$#&($62&,(-E0&(
2$(#-/5&(=$,&7(6$#(5%&./+.(%#$Z&.25(2*-,(6$#(2*&(52#-2&8/.(1&3&0$%=&,2($6(2*&($#8-,/a-2/$,(
itself. Since VP/SI aims to build stronger SPOs, it is also logical that much of the funding 
goes to support core costs. The survey tested the extent to which this is happening by asking 
#&5%$,1&,25(*$4(2*&7(-00$.-2&(2*&/#(6",15'(g$=%-#/,8(2$(9:;:(#&5"025(4&(5&&(-(0-#8&(/,.#&-5&(
/,(2*&(%&#.&,2-8&($6(6",15(1/#&.2&1(2$($3&#*&-1(.$525<( /,.#&-5/,8(6#$=([[R(2$(K[R<(-,1(-(
1&.#&-5&(/,(6",1/,8(8$/,8(2$(%#$Z&.2(.$525<(1&.#&-5/,8(6#$=(OLR(/,(9:;;(2$(9MR(/,(9:;;'()*/5(
change seems to indicate that VPOs are moving towards best practice in using the VP/SI 
approach. 
Median and average investees 
(organisations) per VPO
Investment duration
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Respondents’ “portfolio” 
of allocation of funds 
in 2011 and 2010 
Financial Instrument Portfolio, 
% of 2011 VP/SI Spend (€) 
%
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14 This analysis refers to the responses 
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VPOs who answered the relevant 
question. Certain outlying responses 
were not included in the analysis 
to ensure the results provided 
an accurate representation of the 
industry as a whole 
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produce any repayment and a negative 
+,-,./-0(#&2"#,' 
 
16 Equity involves becoming a 
shareholder of the investee organisation, 
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is a provision of a high­risk loan, 
repayment of which depends on the 
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in the VP/SI activities. In fact when asked the average number of instruments used, the re­
spondents’ answers were fairly evenly split between greater than 3 instruments, two to three 
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When analysing the funding instruments used by organizational size, it is interesting to note 
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More research is required to understand this result.
% of VPOs using each type 
of "nancing instrument 
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Average number of 
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no done so yet. Unfortunately only 11 VPOs answered the question asked regarding the type 
of organisations that they like to co­invest with, hence it is not possible to draw far­reaching 
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to the approach in venture capital, some venture philanthropists often take board seats in 
their investees to affect the strategic direction from within. However we have seen a small 
reduction in the percentage of VPOs that take board seats compared to last year’s survey. 
This year the percentage of VPOs who always or in a majority of cases take a board seat has 
1&.#&-5&1(6#$=([[R(2$(OMR'(J(>"-#2&#($6(#&5%$,1&,25(,&3&#(2-G&(-(E$-#1(5&-2<(-,1(OKR(2-G&(
board seats in a minority of cases.
Co-investment in 2011
Frequency of face-to-face 
meetings with investees’ 
management teams 
%
Yes, we have co­invested 
in the past
We are interested, 
but we are yet to co­invest
No, we do not co­invest 
in general
6121
18
%
Monthly
Quarterly
Half­Yearly
Y arly 3 Weekly
35
28
27
7
Never
%
Minority of Cases
Majority of Cases
Always
36
26
21
17
92
98Strategy consulting 
Coaching, mentoring of the CEO 
or the management team
Access to networks
Governance 
Fundraising or revenue strategy
Financial management
Marketing and communication
Operational management
Change management
Technical assistance in specialist areas
Legal advice
HR management
In­Kind contributions
IT
Estate management
Other  
74
80
70
70
62
60
57
66
56
56
44
54
38
48
36
36
33
28
31
42
25
38
21
16
22
8
8
3
10
81
77
77
63
51
19
9
49
Social purpose organisations in general
Organisations in same social sector
Service Providers 
Financial institutions
Organisations in same industry
Relevant government officials 
Multilateral Organisations 
Other
numbers in %
(n=43)
(n=39)
(n=61)
(n=52)
Volunteers      
Paid consultants
Pro bono experts      
Internal staff, 
trustees or donors    
69,6
36,6
17,6
3,5
20
50
33
17
80
Yes
No
Non­financial = financial 
Non­financial  > financial 
Financial  > Non­financial
%
%
Twice per year 
during investment period
Once per year 
during investment period
2 Weekly during investment period
Monthly during investment period
Only once when
investment period is completed
29
32
21
6 64
Quarterly during 
investment period
Never
numbers in %
(2011 n=60, 2010 n=50)
2011
2010
(n=61)
(n=60)
(n=54)
%
Yes, we have co­invested 
in the past
We are interested, 
but we are yet to co­invest
No, we do not co­invest 
in general
6121
18
%
Monthly
Quarterly
Half­Yearly
Yearly 3 Weekly
35
28
27
7
Never
%
Minority of Cases
Majority of Cases
Always
36
26
21
17
92
98Strategy consulting 
Coaching, mentoring of the CEO 
or the management team
Access to networks
Governance 
Fundraising or revenue strategy
Financial management
Marketing and communication
Operational management
Change management
Technical assistance in specialist areas
Legal advice
HR management
In­Kind contributions
IT
Estate management
Other  
74
80
70
70
62
60
57
66
56
56
44
54
38
48
36
36
33
28
31
42
25
38
21
16
22
8
8
3
10
81
77
77
63
51
19
9
49
Social purpose organisations in general
Organisations in same social sector
Service Providers 
Financial institutions
Organisations in same industry
Relevant government officials 
Multilateral Organisations 
Other
numbers in %
(n=43)
(n=39)
(n=61)
(n=52)
Volunteers     
Paid consultants
Pro bono experts      
Internal staff, 
trustees or donors    
69,6
36,6
17,6
3,5
20
50
33
17
80
Yes
No
Non­financial = financ al 
Non­financial  > financial 
Financial  > Non­financial
%
%
Twice per year 
during investment period
Once per year 
during investment period
2 Weekly during investment period
Monthly during investment period
Only once when
investment period is completed
29
32
21
6 64
Quarterly during 
investment period
Never
numbers in %
(2011 n=60, 2010 n=50)
2011
2010
(n=61)
(n=60)
(n=54)
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[,"F."/")$/1&'*((,%#&$'&/&H!A&),+(,"!"#&,-&#5!&5$05&!"0/0!+!"#&78GJK&+,?!1C The VPO 
%#$3/1&5(/25(/,3&52&&5(4/2*(-(#-,8&($6(2-/0$#&1(,$,F+,-,./-0(5&#3/.&5<(2*&(5"#3&7(.-2&8$#/&5(
were based on the research by Rob John on the value add of venture philanthropists17. The 
5&#3/.&5(%#$3/1&1(E7(=$52(HBC5(/,.0"1&(52#-2&87(.$,5"02/,8(@W9RD<(.$-.*/,8(@U[RD<(-..&55(
2$(,&24$#G5(@U:RD<(8$3&#,-,.&(@K9RD<(-,1(6",1#-/5/,8(@LURD'()*&(.*-#2(E&0$4(0/525(2*&(%&#­
.&,2-8&5($6(HBC5(5"#3&7&1(2*-2(%#$3/1&(2*&(#-,8&($6(,$,F+,-,./-0(5&#3/.&5'(N*&,(.$=%-#­
/,8(9:;:(-,1(9:;;(#&5"025<(4&(5&&(-(50/8*2(/,.#&-5&(/,(2*&(-22&,2/$,(%-/1(2$(8$3&#,-,.&(-,1(
technical assistance in specialist areas. In­kind contribution was added as an additional cat­
egory. Many of the other categories suffered a slight loss.
% of investees where the 
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17(I$*,<(n'(@9::UD<(_i&7$,1(2*&(g*&>"&c(
how venture philanthropists add value”, 
Skoll Centre for Social Entrepreneurship, 
Said Business School, University of 
Oxford,. (n = 34; European VPOs surveyed 
= 32; American = 1; Australian = 1)
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S/3&,(2*&(/=%$#2-,.&(-55/8,&1(2$(-..&55(2$(,&24$#G5<(-,1(2*&(6-.2(2*-2(!HBJ(-11&1(-..&55(2$(
,&24$#G5(-5(-(G&7(.*-#-.2&#/52/.($6(2*&(HB^AX(=$1&0(/,(9:;;<(4&(-5G&1(#&5%$,1&,25(6$#(=$#&(
details on the type of networking support provided. Social purpose organisations in general 
4&#&( 2*&(=$52(.$==$,(27%&($6(,&24$#G/,8(5"%%$#2(%#$3/1&1(@M;RD<( 6$00$4&1(.0$5&07(E7(
$#8-,/5-2/$,5( /,(2*&(5-=&(5&.2$#(@UURD(-,1(5&#3/.&(%#$3/1&#5(@UURD'(T/,-,./-0( /,52/2"2/$,5(
4&#&(-05$(-,(/=%$#2-,2(.$,,&.2/$,(%#$3/1&1(E7(HBC5<(4/2*(-..&55(%#$3/1&1(/,(KOR($6(.-5&5'
X6(4&(0$$G(-2(2*&(-3&#-8&(,"=E&#($6(1-75($6(,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2(%#$3/1&1(-,1(E7(4*$=<(
we see that internal staff, trustees or donors commit the greatest number of days on average 
@KW'K(1-75<(-02*$"8*(2*&(=&1/-,(/5(O:(1-75D<(6$00$4&1(E7(%#$FE$,$(&V%&#25(@OK'KD(1-75<(%-/1(
consultants (17.6 days) and a very low number of days from volunteers (3.5 days). 
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In this survey, we did not have direct access to the investee organisations, but we asked the 
HBC5(4*&2*&#(2*&7(=&-5"#&(2*&(%&#.&/3&1(3-0"&(2$(2*&/#(/,3&52&&5($6(2*&(,$,F+,-,./-0(5&#­
3/.&5(%#$3/1&1'(C,07(9:R($6(HBC5(=&-5"#&(2*/5(/=%$#2-,2(1-2-'(C"2($6(2*$5&(;9(HBC5<(L:R(
#&%$#2&1(2*-2(2*&/#(/,3&52&&5(%&#.&/3&(2*&(,$,F+,-,./-0(5&#3/.&5(2$(E&(-5(3-0"-E0&(-5(+,-,./-0(
5"%%$#2(-,1(OOR(2*$"8*2(2*-2(,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2(4-5(=$#&(/=%$#2-,2(2*-,(+,-,./-0(5"%­
port. A best practice recommendation for VPOs would be to try to assess the value of the 
,$,F+,-,./-0(5"%%$#2(=$#&(2*$#$"8*07("5/,8(/,1&%&,1&,2(52"1/&5'(
6P(-",)',<0$5"(<"0;+,"<"$&
:5!%!&$'&$")%!/'!?&/##!"#$,"&#,&+!/'*%$"0&',)$/1&$+(/)#C&An integral part of the VP/SI ap­
proach is measuring and managing societal impact. The focus on social impact measure­
=&,2(*-5(/,.#&-5&1<(4/2*(W:R($6(#&5%$,1&,25 measuring social impact on at least an annual 
basis during the investment period. 
d$4&3&#<( 5$./&2-0( /=%-.2( =&-5"#&=&,2( 52/00( $.."#5( 0&55( 6#&>"&,207( 2*-2( +,-,./-0( %&#6$#­
=-,.&(=&-5"#&=&,2'( )*&( 0-#8&52( %&#.&,2-8&( $6(HBC5(=&-5"#&( +,-,./-0( %&#6$#=-,.&( $,(
-(>"-#2&#07(E-5/5(@O;RD<(4*&#&-5(=$#&(HBC5(-#&(0/G&07(2$(=&-5"#&(5$./&2-0(/=%-.2($,.&(%&#(
7&-#(1"#/,8(2*&(/,3&52=&,2(%&#/$1(@OOR(35(9WR(6$#(>"-#2&#07(/=%-.2(=&-5"#&=&,2D'(T"#2*&#(
research is needed to understand why some VPOs only measure impact on an annual basis 
while others measure it on a quarterly basis. It may be linked to the resources available to 
the VPO as well as the complexity of the social issue that the social purpose organisation is 
trying to improve.
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"nancial support compared 
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EVPA, in its most recent guide to impact measurement;M<(1&+,&5(-(LF52&%(%#$.&55($6(/=%-.2(
measurement: step 1: setting objectives; step 2: analysing stakeholders; step 3: measuring 
results – output, outcome, impact and indicators; step 4: verifying and valuing impact; and 
step 5: monitoring and reporting. Different tools and methodologies are suitable for different 
parts of the process, depending on the requirements and resources of the individual VPO. 
The remaining survey questions on performance measurement focused on the social impact 
measurement activity of the European VPOs.
)*&($EZ&.2/3&5($6(2*&(/=%-.2(=&-5"#&=&,2(5752&=(-#&<( /,(2*&(=-Z$#/27(@M[RD($6(.-5&5<(52/00(
based on output measures such as “number of people reached”. Nevertheless we have seen 
an increase in the percentage of VPOs attempting to measure changes in outcome or social 
value / impact (which requires an assessment of attribution)
The increased focus on impact measurement was also underlined by the number of respond­
ents who were able to quantify the estimated amount spent on measuring societal impact 
/,(2*&(0-52(+5.-0(7&-#'(X,(-(5/8,/+.-,2(/,.#&-5&(6#$=(0-52(7&-#<([U(#&5%$,1&,25(4&#&(-E0&(2$(
-,54&#(2*/5(>"&52/$,<("%(6#$=(;[(/,(9:;:'(X,(9:;;<(2*&(-3&#-8&(-,,"-0(E"18&2(6$#(=&-5"#/,8(
5$./&2-0(/=%-.2(4-5(Z"52($3&#(]KO<:::(@.$=%-#&1(2$(];M<:::(/,(9:;:D<(4/2*(-(=&1/-,(5%&,1(
$6(];L<:::'(
Frequency of "nancial and 
impact measurement 
Objective of impact 
measurement 
Once per year during investment period 3315
Only once when investment period is completed 44
Twice per year during investment period 1917
Quarterly during investment period 2931
Weekly during investment period 2
Monthly during investment period 6 21
Never 6 13
Median spend per VPO
Average spend per VPO
63.5k
15k
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Step 3
Step 2
Step 1
Step 5
28
72
28
72
12
88
21
79
14
86
numbers in %
(n=57)
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Tied to social performance of investment
Tied to combination of financial and social performance
Tied to individual targets set by management
Other
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Count
1
3
3
34
11
52
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65%
21%
100%
48%
31
11
5 5Sometimes
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Always
47
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25
28
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Sometimes
Almost Always
37
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27
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Yes No
numbers in %
(n=48)
Societal
Financial
No
Yes
numbers in %
(2011 n=52, 2010 n=48)
2011
2010
(n=47)
(n=57)
(n=61)
numbers in %
(n=58)
84 81
60
69
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;M Hehenberger, L; Harling, A; Scholten, 
B'(@9:;OD(_J(B#-.2/.-0(S"/1&(2$(X=%-.2(
Measurement,” EVPA Knowledge Centre 
n&5&-#.*(B-%&#'(J(+,-0(3&#5/$,(4/00(E&(
available on the KC publications site 
6#$=(J%#/0(9:;Oc(*22%c^^&3%-'&"'.$=^
knowledge­centre/publications/
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X,(0/,&(4/2*(0-52(7&-#Y5(#&5"025<(-(=-Z$#/27($6(HBC5(@UORD(/,1/.-2&1(2*-2(2*&7(4&#&(,$2("5/,8(
a standardized tool to measure social impact, and among those that did use such a tool, the 
most frequently mentioned were Social Evaluator and SROI, although a quarter of people 
did answer that they were using IRIS indicators or theory of change. Interestingly, when 
asked whether they used one of the steps of the 5­step process developed in EVPA’s practical 
8"/1&(2$(/=%-.2(=&-5"#&=&,2<(E&24&&,(U:R(-,1(W:R($6(#&5%$,1&,25("5&1(&-.*($6(2*&(52&%5'(
This suggests that EVPA’s guide is well grounded in the reality of impact measurement for 
VPOs and that although some standardisation in process is feasible, the mix of actual tools 
to be used still depends on the needs and preferences of a particular VPO. 
)*&(1/6+."027($6(*$4(2$(-55&55(2*&(5$./-0(/=%-.2(-2(%$#26$0/$(0&3&0(52/00(#&=-/,5'(X2(/5(-0#&-17(
1/6+."02(2$(2#-.G(5$./-0(/=%-.2($6(/,1/3/1"-0(/,3&52&&5<(E"2(2$(-11("%(1/66&#&,2(/=%-.25(6#$=(
various social sectors is a real challenge. Many of the more established VPOs are develop­
ing innovative ways of measuring portfolio impact moving beyond mere aggregation of 
$"2%"25'()*&#&(/5(5$=&(.*-,8&(.$=%-#&1(2$(0-52(7&-#Y5(#&5"025(/,(2*/5(#&5%&.2'(X,(9:;;<(OUR($6(
VPOs surveyed are currently “aggregating” social performance on portfolio level, compared 
2$(9UR($6(2*&(HBC5(/,(9:;:'(
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On the consequences of the impact measurement system, the survey found that the social 
performance of the investee almost always conditions the unlocking of new funds for a large 
%#$%$#2/$,(@[URD($6(2*&(HBC5<(E"2(LOR(,&3&#($#($,07(5$=&2/=&5(2-G&(2*&(5$./-0(%&#6$#=-,.&(
into account before releasing new funds. 
Last year we found that compensation structures did not include the social performance 
-5%&.2(2$(-(8#&-2(1&8#&&'()*/5(7&-#(4&(*-3&(5/=/0-#(#&5"025<(4/2*($,07(;9R($6(2*&(HBC5(/,­
cluding social performance in the compensation schemes for their own staff (i.e. as tied to 
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targets – that may include social performance. 
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In VP/SI, the “exit strategy” is the action plan for how to end the relationship in a way that 
does not impact the investee negatively. The “exit” is the end of the relationship between 
2*&(HBC(-,1(-,(/,3&52&&($#8-,/5-2/$,(&/2*&#(-62&#(-(%#&F1&+,&1(2/=&(4*&,(2*&(HBC(.-,(,$(
longer add value or when the investment objectives have been achieved. In the case of a 
grant­funded investment, the exit is a discontinuation of a grant, whereas for social invest­
ment the exit may involve repayment of a loan, or divestment of an equity stake. In any case, 
an exit requires careful planning and support, notably by building both the organizational 
-,1(+,-,./-0(#&5/0/&,.&^5"52-/,-E/0/27($6(2*&(/,3&52&&($#8-,/5-2/$,'(C2*&#(Qg(%"E0/.-2/$,5;W 
include greater detail on how to conduct exits in VP and social investment.
J5(.$=%-#&1(2$(9:;:(1-2-<(=$#&(HBC5(%0-,(2*&/#(&V/2(52#-2&8/&5<(&/2*&#(/,(-00(.-5&5(@[MRD<(
$62&,(@O;RD($#(5$=&2/=&5(@;;RD'(J(=-Z$#/27($6(#&5%$,1&,25(@L9RD(-0#&-17(52-#2(%0-,,/,8(2*&(
&V/2(E&6$#&(2*&(/,3&52=&,2(/5(=-1&<(-,1(5$=&(@OLRD(%0-,(2*&(&V/2(1&%&,1/,8($,(2*&(%#$8#&55(
of the organisation. 
We also asked whether the VPO respondents had achieved any exits so far. In fact a majority 
$6(HBC5(@K;RD(*-3&(-0#&-17(E&&,(2*#$"8*(-,(&V/2(%#$.&55<(.$=%-#&1(2$($,07(L9R(/,(2*&(0-52(
survey.
Do you have a planned exit 
strategy for your investments? 
Exits since inception 
(2011 and 2010 data) 
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Historical Exit Volume 
(Organisations)
Historical Exit Volume 
(Individuals)
587 347
61 52
Yes Yes
number of funds
(n=25, representing 45 funds)
(n=25, representing 45 funds)
UK & Ireland 
France
Switzerland & Austria
Germany
Spain
Italy
Benelux
Eastern Europe
Scandinavia
14
13
4
4
3
2
2
2
1
15,8
6,5
numbers in € m
(n=20, representing 37 funds)
numbers in %
(n=19, representing 39 funds)
Average Size of Funds
Median 
3,4
2,25
Average 
Median 
number of funds
(n=56)
16
Multiple structures
Not­For­Profit
 Structures
For Profit Structures
%
5
51
44
4
1313
6
4
YesNo
numbers in %
(2011 n=61, 2010 n=50)
2011
2010
Negative Returns
Capital Repaid
Positive Return
(n=34)
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)*&(O[(HBC5(2*-2(%#$3/1&1(-(,"=E&#(6$#(*/52$#/.-0(&V/25(#&%$#2&1(2$(*-3&(&V/2&1(6#$=(LMU(
$#8-,/5-2/$,5(-,1(O[U(/,1/3/1"-05(/,(2$2-0'(UM($6(2*$5&(&V/25(2$$G(%0-.&(/,(9:;;'(
UP(?$4";&<"$&()+$6;
Investment funds are becoming an increasingly important part of the venture philanthropy 
0-,15.-%&<(4/2*([;R($6(#&5%$,1&,25(/,(2*/5(7&-#Y5(5"#3&7(#&%$#2/,8(2$(=-,-8&(-,(/,3&52=&,2(
6",1'()*&(9:;9(!HBJ(5"#3&7(/,.0"1&1(5$=&(5%&./+.(>"&52/$,5(6$#(2*$5&($#8-,/5-2/$,5(=-,­
aging investment funds so as to better understand the dynamics of this sub­group.
The largest number of investment funds is found in the UK & Ireland and France, with Swit­
a&#0-,1(e(J"52#/-(-,1(S&#=-,7(/,(&>"-0(2*/#1(%0-.&'
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Historical exits 
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When asked about the selected structure for the investment fund, it was clear from the re­
5%$,5&5(2*-2(2*&#&(/5(,$(%#&6&#&,.&(6$#(,$2F6$#F%#$+2($#(6$#(%#$+2(52#".2"#&5'(J(50/8*2(=-Z$#/27<(
L;R($6( #&5%$,1&,25<(%#&6&##&1( 6$#F%#$+2(52#".2"#&5<(4/2*(,$2F6$#F%#$+2(52#".2"#&5("5&1(E7(
[[R($6(#&5%$,1&,25(-,1(="02/%0&(52#".2"#&5(E7(2*&(#&=-/,/,8(LR'
C"#(#&5&-#.*(/,2$(2*&(5/a&($6(2*&5&(/,3&52=&,2(6",15(7/&01&1(-,(-3&#-8&(5/a&($6(];L'M\(-,1(
=&1/-,($6(]K'L\<(5"88&52/,8( 2*-2(-02*$"8*(2*&#&(-#&(-( 6&4(0-#8&#( 6",15<( 2*&(=-Z$#/27(-#&(
much smaller.
 
\-,-8&=&,2(6&&5(-#&(-(5%&./+.(2$%/.(6$#(/,3&52=&,2(6",15(-,1(2*&#&(/5(5$=&(1&E-2&(-5(2$(
whether VP/SI investment fund management fees are or should be higher or lower (in per­
centage terms) than the equivalent funds in the venture capital or private equity industry, 
given VP/SI investment funds are generally of a smaller size and the investees require sig­
,/+.-,2(-22&,2/$,( 6#$=(HB^AX( 6",1(=-,-8&#5'(C6( 2*&(;W($#8-,/5-2/$,5( 2*-2(%#$3/1&1(&3/­
dence on their management fees, we see a wide range of fee levels. However, in general 
2*&5&(=-,-8&=&,2(6&&5(-#&(,$2(5/8,/+.-,207(*/8*&#(2*-,(2*$5&(5&&,(/,(2*&(3&,2"#&(.-%/2-0(
$#(%#/3-2&(&>"/27(4$#01'()*&(-3&#-8&(=-,-8&=&,2(6&&(.*-#8&1(4-5(O'[R<(4*/0&(2*&(=&1/-,(
4-5(9'9LR'
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Interestingly, when asked about their expected returns, VPOs who manage investment funds 
-#&(=$#&(0/G&07(2$(&V%&.2(-(+,-,./-0(#&2"#,(6#$=(2*&/#(3&,2"#&(%*/0-,2*#$%7(/,3&52=&,25(2*-,(
those managing their venture philanthropy activities from other structures. More research is 
required to understand exactly why this is the case, for example whether it is because invest­
ment funds focus on different sectors or whether this has to be the approach for those funds 
that need to attract external capital.
)*/5(5&.2/$,(*-5($,07(6$."5&1($,(2*&(8&,&#-0(.*-#-.2&#/52/.5(-,1(+,-,./-0(#&2"#,5(@&V%&.2&1(
and realised) of investment funds but it could be interesting in next year’s survey to ask 
about the social impact expected and realised as well. More research is certainly needed to 
understand the different dynamics for funds versus other types of VPOs.
Expected returns for 
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investment funds or not
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)*&(9:;9(!HBJ(5"#3&7(5*$45(/,(.$=%-#/5$,(4/2*(2*&(+#52(5"#3&7(@9:;;D<(2*-2(2*&(HB^AX(5&.­
tor in Europe is evolving rapidly. The most striking evolution is the shifting balance in return 
objectives. Although societal impact is the primary focus (organisations that do not have 
2*/5(6$."5(-#&(,$2(/,.0"1&1(/,(2*&(5"#3&7D(2*&(#&0&3-,.&($6(5$=&(+,-,./-0(%-7E-.G(@&/2*&#(/,(
.-%/2-0($#(-5(-,(-.2"-0(5"#%0"5($,(2*&(/,3&52=&,2D(*-5(E&.$=&(5/8,/+.-,207(=$#&(/=%$#2-,2'(
We see this as a sign of the sector becoming more mature. 
The survey reveals that *->3?(',80$%;0&%'$;(.04"(@"5'<"(<',"(;'1.%;&%50&"6 in their use 
of the entire range of VP/SI ‘tools’ to generate greater societal impact. It is encouraging to 
see the progress made by respondents in developing practices such as impact measurement 
@W[R(=&-5"#&(5$./-0(/=%-.2D<(1"&(1/0/8&,.&<(.$F/,3&52=&,2<(.-%-./27(E"/01/,8<(&66&.2/3&(,$,F
+,-,./-0(-55/52-,.&(-,1(&V/25'()*&#&(4-5(-(,$2-E0&(/,.#&-5&(/,(2*&(3-#/&27($6(+,-,./,8(/,52#"­
=&,25("5&1(E7(2*&(HBC(#&5%$,1&,25(4/2*(-(5/8,/+.-,2(%$5,"0;"(%$(&."(+;"(')("A+%&2(0$6(
6"@&'()*&5&(+,1/,85(/,1/.-2&(2*-2(2-/0$#&1(+,-,./,8(/5(E&.$=/,8(-(#&-0/27'(
Important to note from this year’s survey is that European VPOs are increasingly focusing 
on ;'5%0/("$&",1,%;"(0;(0(&0,8"&(/,3&52&&<(4/2*(0&55(6",1/,8(8$/,8(2$(,$,F%#$+2($#8-,/5-2/$,5<(
and that they take risks by investing in ;<0//(',80$%;0&%'$;(B%&.(/%&&/"(&,05C(,"5',6.
The EVPA survey highlights that the VP/SI sector involves a variety of different types of 
organisations, professionals and funders. The &'1(5'+$&,%"; in terms of housing VPOs are 
the D9E(F,0$5"(0$6(G",<0$2, whereas the bulk of the )+$6%$8(8'";(&' H";&",$(I+,'1"(0$6(
";1"5%0//2(3'+&.KI0;&",$(J),%50. Foundations and other $'$K1,'#&(;&,+5&+,"; remain major 
players, both in terms of VPOs and in terms of funders of VP/SI. The ,";'+,5";(')(I+,'1"0$(
*->3?(.04"(%$5,"0;"6, as is evident in the total and average funding available and invested, 
and by the fact that there is now a larger pool of professionals working in VP/SI. However, 
most European VPOs have @+68"&;(')(/";;(&.0$(NOPQ<(1",(0$$+<. It is clear that more fund­
ing and resources are needed to help VPOs in their important work to build stronger social 
purpose organisations.  EVPA is committed to continue the research and promotion of best 
practice in the key components of the VP/SI model and reiterates the importance of a col­
laborative approach to developing the sector.
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